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On Death 

“Premeditation of death is a premeditation of freedom.” (p 72)  
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Introduction 

In Montaigne’s short essay “that to philosophize is to learn how to die,” many              

concepts that are not so related to death are merged together, including virtues, pleasure,              

pain, freedom, imagination, living, and nature, let alone the word philosophize itself in the              

title. This essay wants to follow the thought process of Montaigne, to explore how these               

ideas are related to death and how, after all, to contemplate about death. Hopefully, we               

will not only contemplate a lot about death with Montaigne, but also have some new               

understandings of those concepts I introduced and thus have a better focus and direction              

when we think about these concepts in the future. 

 

Part 1: The Power of Death Over Pleasure and Pain 

Death seems to be the end of all pleasure and pain, if not of everything. “Death                

can put an end, and deny access, to all our other woes” (p 68). In this way death puts an                    

end to all our suffering by its actuality. From Montaigne’s descriptions of the execution of               

criminals (p 68-69), we see that the imminent death makes even the present pleasures              

spoiled. Death, not yet actual, already has such a strong impact on men. It puts an end                 

to all the pleasures the criminals could have enjoyed simply by being thought of, by its                

potentiality. Death has a formidable, if not horrible, appearance, at the beginning of the              

essay. It puts an end to all the pain we could suffer, and all the pleasure we could enjoy.                   

All pleasure and pain are subject to death.  

1 All citations are from Donald Frame’s translation of the complete works, republished by Everyman’s 
Library.  
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Here is another perspective to look at the relationship between death and life.             

Because there are various forms of pleasure and pain, different cultures and different             

individuals are diverse in the ways they enjoy and suffer. The same thing that troubles               

some people for the entirety of their lives may be avoided or even pursued by other                

people. “But as for death itself, it is inevitable” (p 68). Death, by its inevitable nature, also                 

universalizes the diverse cravings and aversions of mankind, or, perhaps, of all beings.             

Therefore, its power is manifested not only in degrees in comparison to pleasure and              

pain, but also in its range and extent as the only universal thing besides birth that men                 

who have diverse cultures and various pleasures and pains share. Montaigne also            

provides a long list of the different and surprising ways of dying that people had on page                 

70. Death shows its power also through these surprising ways of killing people. It not only                

is fated for everyone, but also lies beneath all activities and can take hold of us anywhere.  

No pleasure can liberate us from death (some even die between “women’s thighs”             

p 70). No pain overpowers death. No man is free from death. No activity is not under the                  

control of death. Death, indeed, could be in anyone, in anything, anywhere, and at any               

time. It is the universal concept that is beyond the diversity of cultures and pursuits,               

beyond the differences created by time and space. It is something that plays a role in the                 

very definition of existence and being. All existences, it seems, are subject to the              

potentiality of entering into non-existence. Whatever comes into being also moves out of             

it.  

Such is the death which frightens people “by the mere mention of its name” (p 69),                

which even rises to the supernatural strength of the devil in men’s imagination (p 69). It                

seems to be something everyone wants to avoid; with our intellect, we create different              

grammatical structures to smooth away the effect created by the mention of death and, by               

instinct and hope, we seem to feel death to be something that is distant. “To be bothered                 
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meanwhile by the thought of a thing so far off would be folly” (p 70). No matter how young                   

or old, no matter how close or far off death is to oneself, no one seems to be willing to                    

accept the fact that one is going to die. 

“In whatever way we can put ourselves in shelter from blows, even under a calf’s               

skin, I am not the man to shrink from it” (p 71). Even Montaigne himself is in favor of                   

avoiding death and “advises us to borrow the arms of cowardice” (p 71) if indeed we can                 

avoid it. Indeed, Montaigne would not be Montaigne without this honest           

acknowledgement. Instead of being someone who has “supercelestial thoughts and          

subterranean conduct” (p 1043), he presents himself as he is, as a human being, as our                

brother. He himself is not different from us in having the reactions to flee from death. He,                 

however, knows so well how close death could be to us, and how inevitable death is. Is                 

this knowledge really special, though? 

After he recounts his reflections on the thoughts of death in the “licentious             

seasons of his life” (p 72), he states that “he did not wrinkle his forehead any more over                  

that thought than any other” (p 73). One could interpret this sentence in two ways               

depending on the understanding of the phrase “wrinkle one’s forehead.” Either it means             

to be troubled by something, or it means to wonder or contemplate about something. In               

the first case the sentence following it––“it is impossible that we should fail to feel the                

sting of such notions at first”––would be a restatement, pointing out the universal negative              

reactions that one has when one thinks about death for the first time. In the second case                 

the sentence following it would be an explanation, explaining why Montaigne did not think              

more about death––thought of it stung him. This also points out how natural it is to think                 

about death as being imminent.  

Both interpretations, however, show the human aspects of Montaigne and how           

much he is affected by death or wants to avoid the thought of death. We can see clearly                  
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how similar he is to us in our suffering and fears. Of course, there are philosophers who                 

inspire us by their greatness and perfection. Montaigne, however, inspires us by his             

smallness and weakness. Given his condition, if he can win the battle against death, can’t               

we be victorious as well? Let’s see how Montaigne finds the way out of the clutches of                 

death! 

 

Part 2: Premeditation of Death Is Premeditation of Freedom 

“Let us learn to meet it steadfastly and to combat it. And to begin to strip it of its greatest                    

advantage against us, let us take an entirely different way from the usual one. Let us rid it                  

of its strangeness, come to know it, get used to it” (p 72). 

Montaigne seems to suggest that the strangeness of death is its greatest            

advantage. According to this, we are entering a vicious cycle by running away from death;               

the more we try to run away from death, the stranger it becomes, and it has even greater                  

advantage against us, making us run away from death even more. What if we stop               

avoiding death and do the opposite? What if we face it and embrace it whenever we can?                 

Will the image and effect of death also be transformed as we transform ourselves? 

Indeed, the same death does admit of different images depending on how one             

reacts to it. Because death is everywhere, it becomes the universal fear for everyone who               

is not willing to embrace it, but, from this same nature of being everywhere, death could                

be the universal object of our contemplation for those of us who are willing to meet it. In                  

every creation and destruction, in every pleasure and pain, shines the light of death.              

Because death can end everything, for people who are in a state of “brutish nonchalance”               

(p 71), the imminent image of death spoils all pleasure, but, from this very nature of                

death, death could sweeten our pleasure. The very realization that a pleasure is not going               

to last forever makes us cherish it more. This sweetening effect of death even extends to                
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pain, suffering, or, indeed, existence itself! “Look on each day as if it were your last, and                 

each unlooked-for hour will seem like a boon” (p 72). The same aspects of death that                

were the source of suffering, lament, and fear in human life in Part 1 are the source of                  

meditation, freedom, and joy now that we have changed our perspective. Death, which             

was the inevitable suffering that all beings have to undergo, is the blissful gift that nature                

gives us with life. How does such a transformation come? 

Knowledge of death seems to be the thing that creates the difference. When             

death is unknown, our innate insecurity, which makes “children fear even their friends             

when they see them masked” (p 81), makes us flee from death and take it as the greatest                  

enemy of life. Once death is known, however, it becomes the friend of our life, and adds                 

flavor to our activities. After all, what is bad about death? What’s wrong with dying? Is it                 

not as natural as coming into being and being itself? How wonderful it is that we can gain                  

this knowledge about death anywhere and anytime if we are not reacting to the initial               

sting of the thought of death! 

What comes with this contemplation of death is also a more serious way of              

conducting life. “Whatever can be done tomorrow can be done today....To finish what I              

have to do before I die, even if it were one hour of work, any leisure seems short to me”                    

(p 73). Of course, it is very likely that we could take the premeditation of death too literally                  

and lead a life that is actually different from, perhaps even contrary to, the life proposed                

by Montaigne. Following are a couple of possible understandings that seem quite            

dangerous. 

Whereas a constant meditation about death could create all the benefits just            

mentioned, sometimes frequent association with death actually leads to a sort of            

desensitization. For example, if a doctor has near-death patients very often, he probably             

witnesses death very often in his office. Instead of being liberated by such a constant               
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“meditation” of death, he might, on the contrary, develop a sort of nonchalance towards              

death, saying to himself: Ten people died today in my office, one less than yesterday.               

This seems more like calculation than meditation. Or suppose there is a scientist whose              

field of interest is death; he analyzes the causes of death every day. This seems more                

like analysis than meditation. How is meditation different from such analysis or            

calculation? It seems that one difference is that according to Montaigne, there is a sort of                

identification with death going on in the meditation described by him. We must remind              

ourselves that we ourselves are going to die. Death is not an object of occupation or                

intellectualization, but something that is in the very essence of our being and activities. Of               

course, having an occupation related to death would indeed help us to meditate about it               

in a more vivid way as long as we realize it is not someone else’s death that we are                   

witnessing, but the death all human beings, including ourselves, share. 

Having this identification with death, however, does not seem to be sufficient for             

our happiness. I was once swimming in a very cold river and couldn’t reach the shore                

because of the strong current. I was saved in the end by my swimming partner and got on                  

to the shore. The fear of dying, however, was still strong in my mind for several hours,                 

and I remember the helpless moments I had in that river strongly even now. I hadn’t                

known what death was before I had that experience, proudly thinking that I was not afraid                

to die at all when I imagined death in my mind. This close encounter with death, however,                 

has made my spirit and confidence so much weaker. The more I think about this               

experience, the more fearful I become, from the very knowledge that this could have been               

MY DEATH.  

There are three mistakes I might have been making in my “meditation” about             

death. The first mistake is that I am actually reacting to the idea of death. What keeps on                  

coming to my mind is not death itself, but the fear I have of death, the scary experience I                   
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have had. Instead of wrestling with death, I have always been overwhelmed by the              

memory of that experience. Therefore, in meditation about death one has to be brave and               

accept whatever one experiences instead of reacting to the experience. The second            

mistake is that I have been imagining things about death, for example, how my close               

ones might suffer because of my death. Instead of meditating about death, I have been               

creating many things that I think will happen after my death or with death. Therefore in                

meditation about death one has to experience everything as it is, and not imagine and               

create objects of suffering oneself. The third mistake is that I might be thinking too much                

about myself. Of course, as we mentioned, it is important to have identification with death,               

but one might go to the other extreme, that is, too much self-obsession. Instead of being                

obsessed with this self, perhaps it’s better for me to focus on the natural aspect of death,                 

that it is something every being has to experience. Montaigne does not ask us to torture                

ourselves and to look for some near-death experience so that we are closer to death.               

(This is not what I did, but it still could be a very common mistake related to it.) Therefore                   

in meditation about death one has to be natural, which is to say, 1) not to be too                  

self-obsessed but realize the universal aspect of this experience and 2) not to force              

oneself or torture oneself to get closer to death but be satisfied with whatever lessons               

nature is ready to provide us. For example, Montaigne mentions sickness and old age as               

the natural lessons given to us by nature to prepare us with an acceptance of suffering (p                 

75- p 76).  

Having explored the dangerous ways of “meditating” about death and understood           

meditation about death better, we should also be aware that some ways of conducting life               

resulting from having a constant awareness of death might also be dangerous. One could              

take every moment as the last moment and indulge in excessive pleasure without             

considering the harm this indulgence might create in the future. One could also enter into               
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the other extreme. In order to free oneself from the suffering created by losing transitory               

things, one detaches oneself from everything and leads the life of a Stoic. Although              

Montaigne himself says, “I unbind myself on all sides” (p 74), he seems to do the                

unbinding in a way different from the Stoic. Instead of detaching himself from everything,              

he seems to propose a life that focuses on participation in the activities of life, including                

pleasure. Indeed, he says he would not have “regret” (p 74) to move out of this world, but                  

he does not say he does not have any attachment. He seems to free himself from regret                 

by living fully in the moment with the awareness of death. If he loves his wife, instead of                  

being detached from her to do the unbinding, he probably will show her his love even                

more so that he will not regret not having expressed his love before he died. So often in                  

relationships and in life we get lost in the little struggles of daily life and therefore forget                 

what we really want in life and relationships. Perhaps, it is not the relationships and life                

that we have to detach ourselves from, but the ignorance we have towards them––we are               

not cherishing their beauty as we should.  

In a way, the two extremes mentioned might stem from the same cause––not             

being natural. An excessive craving for pleasure seems to indicate a dissatisfaction with             

what nature has already provided for us; a strong desire to detach ourselves from              

everything also distances us from the very life we have. The proper meditation of death               

should lead us to a deep gratitude for life, for the present moment, for ourselves, but not a                  

dissatisfaction with our experience, nor a hatred towards the very activities of life. (It              

might be an eternal puzzle, however, to know what are the very activities of life and what                 

are the things that nature wants us to do.) “To not dislike dying is properly becoming only                 

to those who like living” (p 1040). The meditation of death is, ultimately, an art of living. It                  

does not prescribe a specific list of things to do, but encourages a life imbued with joy and                  

seriousness in every moment.  
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Another dangerous thing that we might do, which is related to these two             

tendencies, is that, because we are asked to meditate on the imminence of death all the                

time, one might discard all future-oriented activities, which does not seem to be very              

practical. If we, however, remind ourselves of what we said in the last paragraph, we will                

come out of this danger very easily. Indeed, the art of living is manifested in the state of                  

mind that one has and not by the actions that one is doing. In this sense, one could be                   

planning for something that takes years to achieve but still live in the present moment.               

This might be the reason why Montaigne brings the images of “planting cabbages” (p 74),               

and “being on horseback” (p 908). Even though he himself is not interested in reforming               

himself or society and does not seem to recommend to his readers to do so, he is very                  

positive about, and even admires, the great acts of great souls. He loves Alexander, a               

man who changed the whole world. He loves Jesus, a man who did many things that are                 

quite supernatural. He actually mentions both people positively in this essay (p 70). He              

also admits the possibility of there being people who “scorn to give their attention to our                

beggarly, watery, and ambiguous comforts, and readily resign to the body the concern             

and enjoyment of sensual and temporal fodder” (p 1043). 

What Montaigne seems to be against is the lack of accord of heart and actions.               

There might be people who really have great talents to achieve great deeds with deep joy                

in mind, but for most, if not all, people, religion, ambition and great deeds serve more as a                  

flag they carry to disguise themselves to others and to themselves and to run away from                

their true selves. They are in turmoil no matter how many great deeds they claim from the                 

outside. This goes back to the discrepancy of “supercelestial thoughts” and “subterranean            

conduct.” Death might be the thing that dissipates this discrepancy, that unmasks us.             

Therefore, a true meditation of death should also help us realize our true heart and create                

harmony in our heart and our actions. 
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To sum up, we’ve explored how our attitude towards death can be transformed             

once we start to face it and to meditate on it. We’ve also mentioned some dangerous                

ways of meditating about death and, by figuring out the problems, we have clarified what               

meditation about death should mean. We also mentioned some unpragmatic ways of            

living resulting from meditation about death and clarified what are the true benefits a              

proper meditation about death can have to our heart and our conduct: the meditation of               

death should transform our state of mind, inspiring a feeling of joy and seriousness, but               

not necessarily our actions. It should also create an alignment of our thoughts and our               

actions, and unmask us. This seems to be the essence of how our way of living should be                  

after a proper meditation of death. 

Having a better understanding of meditation about death, let’s explore what           

Montaigne means when he says premeditation of death is premeditation of freedom. As             

he says on page 76, it is impossible for worry, torment, fear, or even the slightest                

displeasure to dwell in the soul that has assurance against death. This assurance against              

death is “the true and sovereign liberty, which enables us to thumb our noses at force and                 

injustice and to laugh at prisons and chains” (p 76). How are the two equivalent? 

Given our explorations, it seems that there are three levels on which meditation of              

death and freedom may be connected. On the most superficial level, whenever we             

please, we can put an end to everything by death. Once we realize death is not an evil                  

and we are willing to accept death, we are free from all evils as we can die anytime we                   

wish and put an end to the evils. On a deeper level, meditation of death makes us grateful                  

for whatever we are experiencing, which frees us from the attachment we have towards              

pleasure and the aversion we have towards pain. Without the gratitude I mentioned, most              

people are not satisfied with the pleasure they experience and keep on asking for more;               

they are not satisfied with pain either, they want to avoid it as best they can. Reality,                 
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however, does not go as one wishes. Most bodily pleasures have their own “obstacles              

and inconveniences” (p 67); pain, on the other hand, cannot be as easily avoided as we                

wish. We thus enslave ourselves by not accepting whatever we are experiencing;            

meditation of death eradicates the issue by creating contentment in our mind and             

therefore frees us from the problems we have with pain and pleasure.  

On the ultimate level, perhaps, the essence of all suffering or restraint and death              

is the same. We suffer because we are not willing to face the reality of our experiences as                  

they are; we flee from our experiences as we flee from death. The negative feelings we                

have towards suffering and restraint are perhaps, like the feelings we have towards             

death, simply a result of our imagination, reactions, and habituation. If we embrace             

sufferings as they are just as we do with death, all the negative feelings may just                

evaporate naturally and be transformed into something beautiful and wonderful. Death,           

our greatest enemy when it is masked, once unmasked, becomes our best friend. Would              

other sufferings be essentially the same? Couldn’t pain also be enjoyable? Isn’t it             

wonderful to feel the grasp of life in pain and to learn as much as we can from it? Could                    

pain also be a blessing we have from nature? According to this interpretation,             

premeditation of death trains us to have the capacity to meditate in general. This is a                

meditation skill we could develop in all experiences! Meditation of death frees us from the               

fear we have of death; having the same meditation, we free ourselves from all suffering!  

 

Part 3: Philosophizing, Virtue and Nature 

In our exploration of death, we have also touched upon all sorts of other concepts               

like pleasure, pain, freedom, meditation, nature and life, and we have a better             

understanding of them. Montaigne starts this essay with a discussion about virtue and             

philosophizing and ends his essay with a speech of nature written by himself. Perhaps, it               
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will be appropriate to dedicate the last part of my essay to contemplation about              

philosophizing, virtue and nature and their relations with death.  

“Cicero says that to philosophize is nothing else but to prepare for death” (p 67).               

First, let us start with philosophizing. According to this definition, all the meditation that we               

are exploring is the same as philosophizing. The essence of philosophy should be filled              

with the sort of meditation we have been exploring and clarifying in this essay. But how                

are we going to reconcile our preconceived ideas of philosophy from all the philosophers              

we read and this new idea of philosophy as a sort of meditation? In Plato, we explore                 
2

many “what is...” questions. For example, in the Symposium, when the interlocutors are             

talking about love, Socrates suggests that all our love for the beautiful stems from love for                

beauty itself and universalizes all the speeches before him. This seems to be an              

unmasking of love and the beautiful. In Aristotle’s Ethics, Physics and Metaphysics we             

also explore many preconceived ideas and arrive at many conclusions different from, or             

even opposite to, our conventional understandings. In this sense, all philosophy and our             

meditation do the same thing––they unmask things.  

According to this interpretation, all philosophical investigation is just an intellectual           

training for unmasking things, which prepares us for or culminates in the unmasking of              

death and life. If all the unknown or unexamined ideas create a feeling of insecurity, the                

result of this unmasking should be tranquility and virtue. Of course, Montaigne is probably              

very negative about any unmasking that doesn’t concern our lives. Perhaps he just has a               

different definition for philosophizing and challenges our understanding of philosophy.          

Still, what he will disagree with is probably not the act of unmasking, but the objects we                 

unmask. Unmasking will still be the bridge to connect conventional understandings of            

2 Of course, these understandings of meditation explored by us are probably very different from 
conventional understandings of meditation as well. We will not, however, reconcile the conventional 
understandings of meditation and the meditation described in this essay as this is not the focus of this 
essay.  
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philosophizing and Montaigne’s “meditation” on death. Having explored the connection of           

philosophizing and meditating on death, let’s move on to the next concept, virtue. 

“Now among the principal benefits of virtue is disdain for death, a means that              

furnishes our life with soft tranquility and gives us a pure and pleasant enjoyment of it,                

without which all other pleasures are extinguished” (p 68). 

According to our earlier discussions, all the principal benefits of virtue are also             

acquired with our meditation on death. How is our meditation on death connected to              

virtue? Does meditation on death help us with virtues? In Aristotle, we are introduced to               

the distinction of practical virtues and intrinsic virtues. In the end, he also mentions              

contemplation, which seems to be the greatest virtue, if not something beyond virtue or              

the source and cause of true virtues. When we are having this meditation on death,               

however, all three kinds of virtues seem to be achieved in one act. This meditation of                

death is very similar to contemplation in the sense that both are beyond discursive              

reasoning and there is a sense of immediateness in both, as suggested by the root of the                 

word for contemplation in Ancient Greek, “to see”, “to behold”. This meditation seems to              

involve an experience that is not entirely rational. We feel death by “the fall of a tile” (p                  

72). There seems to be a reason of our heart that is the source of our meditation and                  

contemplation. With this meditation, of course, come the explored benefits of the            

transformation we experience. These benefits are very closely related to some intrinsic            

virtues. For example, gratitude for one’s experience also makes one moderate and            

tranquil; the ability to embrace pain makes one courageous; the alignment of one’s heart              

and actions makes one honest. These benefits also help us with our social and practical               

virtues. As suggested in the wife example in Part 2, one will be more inclined to cherish                 

one’s social relationships because of meditation on death; this in turn also helps one to               

come out of one’s selfishness and acquire virtues like liberality and humility. 
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The three sorts of virtues also affect one’s meditation of death in a positive way.               

Someone who is liberal will concern himself less with the typical conflicts of human              

relationships and thus have more time and attention to focus on the meditation of death;               

someone who is indulgent may not have the strength of mind to face death and wrestle                

with it; someone who has the chance to contemplate a lot, if to contemplate is not the                 

same as the meditation we explored in this passage, probably also has a greater ability to                

meditate on death. Thus, we can see how closely meditation on death is intertwined with               

all virtues, both in their nature and in their effects. A virtue that is not a necessary result of                   

meditation on death or cannot help us with the meditation of death is probably not a true                 

virtue; a meditation on death that does not strengthen our virtues is probably not a proper                

meditation either. Having reached this new understanding of virtues and deepened our            

understanding of the meditation of death, let’s move to our final subject, nature. 

“Water, earth, air, fire, and the other parts of this structure of mine are no more                

instruments of your life than instruments of your death” (p 81). 

Montaigne claims to write about domestic and private things and we always see             

an abundance of “I” in his essay. He always takes a personal approach in his writing, but                 

he ends this essay with a very long speech given by nature, something seen nowhere               

else in the other essays of his that I’ve read. It is as if this “I” is inspired by nature all of a                       

sudden. What is our mother nature?  

Having thought about this question for years, it suddenly comes to me that,             

perhaps, nature is not something that could be defined by our reasoning—it has to be felt                

by our heart. It is not a metaphysical existence but actually plays into every single and                

trivial experience we are having at every moment. Life, death, pleasure, pain, virtues,             

freedom, reason and meditation are all merged into this big nature, which manifests itself              

in every small thing like a microcosm.  
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“To lodge you in that moderate state that I ask of you, of neither fleeing life nor                 

fleeing back from death, I have tempered both of them between sweetness and             

bitterness” (p 81). 

Life and death are equally beautiful creations of nature, just as pleasure and pain,              

reason and emotion, and, indeed, “water, earth, air, fire.” Everything is a blessing from              

nature if we learn how to meditate and contemplate on it. Everything leads us to freedom                

every moment when we experience it, rejoice in it, meditate on it and are grateful for it.                 

Meditation of death is ultimately the essence of our life. We can progress, from meditating               

on death to meditating on life, and therefore on every aspect of our experience.  
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